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Education
2021–2027 University of California Berkeley, PhD, Economics.

NSF Graduate Research Fellow || Fields: development, environment, trade, innovation
2017–2021 University of Pennsylvania, BA, Mathematical Economics.

Phi Beta Kappa

Work in Progress
Beyond Strict Preferences: The Value of Indifferences and Cardinal Information
in Matching, with Judd Kessler and Clayton Featherstone.
In a Harvard Business School match, we show that eliciting indifferences increases the fraction of 1st-
choice assignments by almost 11 percentage points (compared to a counterfactual match in which MBAs
are forced to submit strict rankings). Of course, the welfare impact of this improvement depends on
the underlying (and unobserved) cardinal preferences. In a teacher-placement match in Chile, we use a
novel, incentive-compatible method to elicit cardinal preferences from real teachers. We then compare
the standard mechanism used in the fieldrandom serial dictatorship (RSD) with strict preferences to
a version of RSD that allows for indifferences, and to the cardinal welfare max. Relative to RSD with
strict preferences, the cardinal welfare max makes each participant almost $1,700 better off on average.
Allowing indifference reporting accounts for almost $500 of this.

Experience
Jan–Aug 2022 Research Assistant, Nick Tsivanidis, UC Berkeley.

Analyzed mobile data and bus ticketing data to evaluate transit expansion in Lagos, Nigeria.
Mar-Dec 2021 Consulting Economist, Tinder.

Analyzed price experiments to estimate elasticities and derive optimal pricing for Tinder subscriptions.
May–Dec 2020 Research Assistant, Heather Schofield, University of Pennsylvania.

Analyzed administrative data from garment factory to evaluate a pilot intervention to reduce loneliness
among female migrants in Bangalore, India.
Also analyzed Indian household economic panel to determine the effects of COVID lockdowns on
households and their recovery.

Aug–Dec 2019 Research Intern, JPAL South Asia, Chennai.
Analyzed universal housing program in Tamil Nadu, India to build data management systems and
identify recipient characteristics.

Projects
{ Climate adaptation cause analysis. Analyzed climate adaptation as a potential funding area for philan-

thropists in terms of scale, tractability and neglectedness.
{ Health survey dataset creation. Web scraped India’s national health survey from PDFs into tidy data.
{ COVID air pollution analysis. Scraped AQI data and showed with difference-in-differences that India’s

lockdowns improved air quality.
{ Social science discovery engine. Developed a search engine for SSRN papers that randomizes search

results to aid discovery of less prominent papers.

Honors
{ Graduate Research Fellowship. National Science Foundation, 2021.
{ Rose Award, for the top 10 theses among all undergraduates. University of Pennsylvania, 2021.
{ Klein Prize, for outstanding research by an economics undergraduate. University of Pennsylvania, 2021.
{ Phi Beta Kappa, junior induction. University of Pennsylvania, 2020.

Skills
{ Programming languages. Expert: R, Python. Proficient: Stata, Java, OCaml, shell scripting.
{ Data analysis. Expert: regression analysis, web scraping. Proficient: spatial data analysis, text analysis,

machine learning.
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